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Introduction 

 

The clients, Gordan and Liz Jones, received planning permission to carry out works to Sigginstown 

Castle and adjoining house subject to a number of conditions including No.3 which relates to 

archaeology. As part of the clients’ application for permission to carry out these works, an 

archaeological assessment was undertaken in November 2016 by Stafford McLoughlin. The assessment 

included the excavation of a number of test pits within the tower house and its adjoining house as well 

as in the area of the proposed sewerage/percolation system and the proposed accessway. The results of 

this work are contained in the Stafford McLoughlin report (December 2016, Licence No. 16 E 0519) 

Phase No.1 of the proposed development included the removal of sod from the parapet of the tower 

house, the removal of fill from the 17th-century house and the tower house. Works carried out and 

monitored in the first phase of development are contained in the archaeological monitoring report by 

D. Sweetman in February 2019and May 2019 (licence no. 19E0037). 

 
Plate No. 1 Accessway prior to stripping, looking E 
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This report covers monitoring of the removal of the overburden from the line of the new driveway as 

per plan attached. This has already been tested by Stafford McLoughlin and nothing of archaeological 

significance was found. 

Archaeological Monitoring 

 

The proposed and agreed accessway runs from the public road at the E boundary of the property and 

runs WSW before it turns S towards the ruined house and the tower house. Long trenches were 

excavated by Stafford McLoughlin (Report December 2016) but nothing of archaeological significance 

was found. 

Monitoring work commenced at the ENE end of the accessway directly off the public road. The drain 

running parallel to and WSW of the road was cleaned-out, piped and covered with hardcore to allow 

access for the trucks at the E end of the accessway close to the side of the road about 500mm of 

overburden was removed across a 16m wide entranceway. 

 
Plate No. 2 E end of accessway being stripped 
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The width of the accessway WSW of the entranceway was reduced to c.4m wide. The depth of the 

overburden WSW of the entranceway was not more than c.300mm deep. The underlying undisturbed 

is boulder clay. The test-pits from the Stafford McLoughlin excavations were clearly visible in the 

surface of the undisturbed. 

The accessway turns S over a small bridge across a ditch towards the farm buildings and the cobbled 

area. Trench No.14 was excavated in this part of the accessway by Stafford McLoughlin. The 

overburden here was c.250mm deep and was stratified on the boulder clay surface. 

 
Plate No. 3 Partly stripped accessway looking W 

 

 

The longer accessway continues W past the little bridge to trench No.3 excavated by Stafford 

McLoughlin and then S across trench No.4 close to where the new build is. There was c.300mm of 

overburden here stratified on the surface of the undisturbed boulder clay. 
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Summary and Conclusion 

The removal of the overburden from the line of the accessway was archaeologically monitored. This 

followed the line of the test-trenches excavated by Stafford McLoughlin. Nothing of Archaeological 

interest was noted, either small finds or features. 

 

 

 
Plate No. 4 W end of stripped accessway 
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Plate No. 5 Stripped accessway looking E 

 
Plate No. 6 Stripped accessway looking S to the old house and tower house 
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Plate No. 7 Stripped accessway looking S to the old house and tower house 

 

 

Plate No. 8 Section of driveway near house 


